How 5 Companies are using

Tactile Marketing
Automation (TMA )
™

™

software to Drive Results

TACTILE MARKETING AUTOMATION™
(TMA™) SOFTWARE
As a modern marketer, you most likely use “multi-channel” marketing to connect with prospects and
customers. But is your marketing truly multi-channel, or is it just multi-digital-channel?
Adding direct mail to your multi-channel strategy is proven to increase the overall effectiveness
of your marketing investment. Direct mail stimulates multiple senses and emotions to create a
memorable connection with customers that can’t be achieved through an LCD screen.
With Tactile Marketing Automation™ software (TMA™), you can seamlessly trigger the send of direct
mail from your marketing automation platform.
See how businesses are using the TMA™ app to drive results at all stages of the customer journey.
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LEAD GENERATION CAMPAIGN
Integrating a physical component with your lead generation campaigns is a great place to get started
with TMA™ software. You can set up triggered communications to greet those who enter your
database and start sending them educational information.

Client: Mathnasium

Mathnasium is a franchising system with 500 independent business owners. They are a Math only
focused learning center that tutors early age children to high school students.
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LEAD GENERATION CAMPAIGN
Campaign
1. Mathnasium runs a national radio
advertising campaign with a “call now
for a free information kit” call of action.
2. New lead, Sarah, hears the radio ad
and reaches out to call center reps, who
enter her information into Salesforce.

National Radio
Ad campaign with
CTA to call for a
free info kit

3. Salesforce populates that data into
Mathnasium’s marketing automation
platform. This triggers the TMA app
action of sending Sarah information from
her local Mathnasium center.
4. PFL prints a personalized letter and
high quality catalog of Mathnasium’s
services and mails it to Sarah.

Local center is
notified to make
a timely follow-up

Lead calls and
their information
is entered
into Salesforce

Triggers send of
a personalized
information packet

5. Data is automatically passed back to the
marketing automation platform to signal
that the piece has been mailed.
6. Four days after it mails, the local center
is automatically notified that it’s time to
call the prospect.
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LEAD NURTURE CAMPAIGN
Continue to grow relationships with your leads by sending them personalized and educational
marketing through direct mail, one of the most trustworthy of media channels.

Client: Leading medical information website
A leading medical information website provides wellness service programs that help people lead
healthy, productive lives. They serve hundreds of sophisticated employers, progressive health plans,
and innovative government organizations that are committed to a better approach to wellness.
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LEAD NURTURE CAMPAIGN
Campaign
1. Lead, Hannah, enters the funnel by downloading a
healthy living guide on the company’s website.
2. The company’s marketing automation platform receives
Hannah’s information and triggers an introductory email
to her.

Lead downloads a
healthy living
guide from
company website

@

Triggers the
send of an
introductory email

3. One week later, a TMA™ app action is triggered to send
Hannah a dimensional mailer filled with healthy snacks,
a catalog that highlights the benefits of the company’s
wellness program, and a personalized postcard.
4. When the package is delivered, a sales rep is notified
and prompted to make a follow-up call.
Sales rep is notified
upon delivery for a
timely follow-up

Triggers the
send of dimensional
mailer highlighting
program benefits
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CONVERSION CAMPAIGN
Incorporate high-impact tangible pieces into your multi-channel strategy to remove roadblocks, reach
C-Level executives, or speed up the purchase decision.

Client: Nimble Storage
Nimble Storage is a hybrid disk and flash storage
developer. They market primarily to medium- and
large- sized enterprises.
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CONVERSION CAMPAIGN
Campaign
1. Nimble Storage’s marketing automation platform
identifies leads who have a high level of engagement
and sends an email to prompt an in-person demo.
2. One such lead, Jay, opens the email, but doesn’t click
through to schedule the demo.

@

Email is sent
prompting active
lead to schedule
a demo

Z

Z

Z

Lead opens email
but doesn’t
schedule demo

3. This triggers a TMA™ app action to send Jay a printed
bento box (a Japanese takeout box) with a mock gift
card, branded chop sticks, and a personalized postcard
with a unique URL.
4. Jay schedules the in-person demo and while at the
meeting, the sales rep hands Jay the real gift card for
$150 to a local sushi restaurant.

Lead completes
demo and receives
the real gift card

Triggers the send
of a package with
a “mock” gift card
and demo request
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NEW CUSTOMER ONBOARDING
When the sale is closed, a new set of communications takes effect. You can send new customers a
thank you, welcome package with next steps, or additional educational material.

Client: FXCM
FXCM is a leading provider of online foreign
exchange (forex) trading, CFD trading, spread
betting and related services. They offer an
innovative trading platform that gives global
traders access to the world’s largest and most
liquid market.
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NEW CUSTOMER ONBOARDING
Campaign
1. Garrett signs up for a practice
account on FXCM’s website.
2. This triggers a TMA™ app action to
send Garrett a personalized letter
and brochure.

Lead signs up for
a practice account
on company’s
website

Triggers send of
personalized letter
and brochure

3. After two weeks of using the FXCM
practice account, Garrett receives a
triggered email encouraging him to
upgrade to a paid account.
4. Garrett converts to a paid account,
which triggers the send of a new
customer catalog.
5. The Sales Rep follows up with an
email and references the gear and
reiterates appreciation for their
business

@
Sales rep follows
up with a timely
personalized email

Triggers the
send of a new
customer catalog

@

After 2 weeks,
email is triggered to
upgrade to a
paid account

Lead converts

6. Garrett and the Sales Rep continue
the onboarding process with a
relationship that is based on trust
and excellent customer service.
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CUSTOMER LOYALTY/RETENTION CAMPAIGN
Use data within your platform to personalize items such as gift cards, promotional products, corporate
gifts and more to increase lifetime value and build lasting relationships.

Client: ZoomInfo
ZoomInfo is a B2B database software company that delivers business data to supercharge marketing
campaigns and sales outreach. ZoomInfo helps their customers identify their buyer personas, reach
decision makers faster, and enhance and grow their databases.
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LEAD GENERATION CAMPAIGN
Campaign
ZoomInfo executed a three-tiered campaign targeting
customers by their annual spend.
1. ZoomInfo uses their marketing automation platform to
segment their accounts into small, mid and large levels.

Customer information
is segmented into
levels based on
annual spend

2. ZoomInfo sets up campaigns to engage customers
and encourage them to increase their annual spend.
Their budget for each campaign was relative to the
customer’s annual spend.
3. PFL sends accounts a package with a varied
combination of goodies depending on the size of the
account. (i.e. mid-accounts received a branded calendar,
branded pens and a branded bag of caramels.)
4. Sales reps receive delivery notification through their
marketing platform and call the customer to follow-up.

Sales rep receives
delivery notification
and makes a timely
follow-up

Campaigns are
created for each
segment

Customized
package is sent
based on the
client segment
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PFL

ABOUT PFL
PFL provides a range of technology solutions that
empower marketing and sales to put tangible, relevant
messages (print, promotional items, gifts, kits, and more)
into the hands of prospects and customers. Our solutions
integrate with Salesforce Sales and Marketing Cloud
platforms to create seamless, effective marketing and sales
communications.

800.930.7098
www.PFL.com/TMA
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